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General Information about Polar Bears
The polar bears (Ursus Maritimus) belong to the
class of mammals. The male polar bears are
called boars while female are called sows. The
average weight of polar bears is between 350 and
650 kg and the average height is between 2.5 and
3 meters.
Interesting fact is that the largest polar bear ever
recorded was a male weighting 1,002 kg and was
3.7 m long.
Polar bears are biggest land carnivore and they hunt sea creatures, such as seals, fish and
seabirds. They have strong smell sense and can identify the flesh miles away. Hunting this way
had evolved in certain feasible characteristics. For instance, they have very strong jaws that can
tear the body of seals and fish with teeth (they have 42 teeth, most of which are used use for
catching food and for aggressive behavior). Secondly, they have very good swimming ability and
can swim many miles without any halt. They generally swim at 5 to 7 miles per hour and can go
up to a depth of 16 to 17 feet. Also their respiratory body organs are very powerful which enable
them to stay beneath water for about two minutes.

The shape of polar bears is different from
other similar species in term of long and
lengthens neck and smaller head in
appearance. Polar bear legs are large
and stocky, with five-toed paws. They
have large paws around 30 cm, and the
main purpose of these paws is to make
animal of that size to move easier on ice
and snow.
Fur
Almost complete body of polar bear
(except their nose and footpads) is
covered with fur. The fur is divided into
two layers. The first layer covers its body and provides necessary heat while the outer one
protects hairs. This ‘coat’ that bears have is between 2.5 and 5 cm thick, also it is oily and water
poof. Except giving magnificent look and protecting from cold, fur also has another important
advantage. The whiteness of their fur matches with snow and ice from surrounding and it is
difficult to detect them in the pile of snow. The color can vary from pure white to yellow to even
light brown depending on the season and angle of sun light. Polar bears completely molt (shed
and replace their fur) annually, in May or June and it can last for several weeks.
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The world polar bear population is estimated at 20,000 to 25,000 individuals. The ratio of males
to females is approximately one to one.

Location of Polar Bears
Geographical area where polar bear inhabit is in extremely cold
weather conditions. They can be spotted in the ice, water,
islands and continental coastlines. Usually they are found
around the North Pole where average temperature is around 34°C in winter and 0°C (32°F) in summer. The ocean
temperatures in the Arctic are around -1.5°C in summer and in
winter the ocean temperatures can drop to -2°C , at which point
seawater begins to freeze. Also they can be founded in Tundra,
Greenland and towards north side of North America, Europe
and Asia.
The Polar Bear Distribution

The Thermoregulation of the Polar Bears
The process of thermoregulation is defined as regulation of body temperature and it is close
related with temperature of environment and the organism is in.
During the time, organisms have evolved and found the ways to balance variations between the
environmental temperature and temperature of their bodies (or just some parts of body) by
thermoregulation. There are different ways to thermoregulate, yet most of the species use
external source of energy and combination of anatomy and behavior to manipulate with Hc ,
Hr and He.
Thermoregulation of body temperature is nothing else than manipulation of heat gain and loss.
The complete process of gain and loss of heat is shown in equation created by K. Schmidit –
Nielsen (1983), (Molles, p.99). The equation is following:

DHS = Hm ±
Where as:

HC d ±

Hcv ±

Hr – He

Hs-present total heat that is stored in boy of organism.
Hm -represent heat got from metabolism; it is energy that is relived within organism through
process of cellular respiration.
Hcd-represent heat that is gained or loss through conduction; heat movement
through
physical contact between objects
Hcv-represent heat gain or loss by process of convection; which is process of
flowing
between solid body and a moving fluid (such as water movement or wind)
* Hcd and Hcv – The direction of heat flow is always from warmer to the colder one.
Hr – or radiation (or electromagnetic radiation).
The electromagnetic radiation that is emitted by most of objects from our environment (including
our bodies) Is infrared light. The most important resource for this type of heat is sun
He-represents evaporation, to be more specify evaporation from surface of organism

The polar bears, as we previously said, are
located mostly around North Pole. Average
annual temperature in that area is -34 °C , in
winter and 0°C in summer, as previously
mentioned. With this climate polar bears, in
order to survive, have to regulate their body
temperature and adapt to the environment.
The equation we can use to explain the
thermoregulation is
Hs = Hcd ± Hcv ± Hr
So, in order to keep themselves warm, polar bears have 2 choices. To increase their rate of
radioactive heating (Hr) or to decrease their rate of convective cooling (Hcv).

On the other hand, the physical anatomy of polar
bears gives several advantages in term of
thermoregulation.
Main energetic problem for the polar bear is
dissipating metabolic heat (difference between body
and environmental temperature can be even up to
100°C), so in order to be able to live normally in those
conditions, polar bear fur and whole skin cover had to evolve. The fur is divided into few layers
and each layer has different function in keeping body temperature stable.
The normal body temperature of polar bear is around 37°C. Such a high temperature is
maintained through a thick layer of fur and a tough layer of fat insulation (can reach 11 cm
thickness). That particular type of insulation keeps a polar bear warm even when air temperatures
drop to -37°C.

The Image of Polar Bear and Explanation of Skin Layers
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